Study Abroad Opportunities For Animal Science

Summer Abroad
Take classes with faculty onsite but with oversight by UC Davis faculty

- Study STA 100 in 4 weeks
- Study BIS 2A in 5 weeks
- Study biochemistry (BIS 102/ABI 102) in 4 weeks
- Study MIC 102 and MIC 103L in 4 weeks

Study abroad opportunities for ANS students are not limited to what are shown! Make an appointment with Global Learning Hub to learn more!

UC Davis
Department of Animal Science
Summer Abroad Internship
Gain first-hand animal and veterinary experience with various species while exploring the culture and learning from facility staff at each location.

- Gain hands on experience with wildlife, small animal, zoo animal, and large while gaining veterinary and animal hours.

UC Education Abroad Program
Take classes abroad with other UC students.

- Get credits for 2 quarters worth of lower division organic chemistry in 8 weeks.

Study abroad opportunities for ANS students are not limited to what are shown! Make an appointment with Global Learning Hub to learn more.

UCDavis
Department of Animal Science